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ABSTRACT: STARKEL L., Shifting of climatic vegetation belts in
Eurasian mountains and their expresssion in slope evolution. (IT ISSN
0391-9838, 2011).

Climatic, vegetation vertical zones controlled mainly by changes in
the temperature, shifting in the Quaternary, decide on the rate and direc-
tion of slope evolution. In the Eurasian Mountains beside vertical dis-
placement of geomorphic processes during cold stages a pronounced role
was played by expansion of permafrost in western direction. The limits of
vertical zones of geomorphic processes are frequently adapted to inherit-
ed features of relief and especially to relief energy. High rate of uplift
cause accelerated incision of valleys and large slope failures, it may be
more important than the secular processes acting in various climatic ver-
tical zones. The mountain glaciers during advances separate valley sides
into supraglacial, paraglacial and subglacial sectors.
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INTRODUCTION

High mountains are the product of tectonic uplift and
consequent exposure to degradation. The mountain slope,
the main element of mountain relief, is the arena of trans-
fer of water and mineral matter. From the ridge crest to
the valley bottom there is an associated increase in energy
and sediment load. Slope evolution is controlled by two
climatic factors, temperature and precipitation. In their

vertical distribution the boundary role is played by passing
of freezing point (0°C).

Beside the role played by these forces in determining the
variety in present types of slope evolution, a substantial role
is played by existing forms inherited from the past devel-
oped on various geological substrates. Among these features
are shape, gradient and height of slope, rock resistance and
especially the glacial and crionival features created during
the Pleistocene. Therefore the real shapes of mountain
slopes and mosaic pattern of their elements may be far from
the ideal slope profile presented by Dalrymple & alii (1968).

But in the evolution of high mountains the character
and stability of slope base level is also important. Base
level can be represented by a wide terraced valley floor, a
changing surface of valley glaciers with paraglacial de-
posits or, in tectonically active ranges, an entrenched river
channel, transporting downstream a bedload delivered
from slopes by rockfalls or debris flows.

The relief energy determines the contrast between ridge
crest and valley floor, which may pass 1000-2000 m and is
reflected in lowering of temperature with rising altitude and
in the development of several climatic-vegetation belts.
Change in temperature and precipitation is in reality contin-
uous, even Höllermann (1973) speaks of «abstract altitudi-
nal belts». But there are the boundary conditions (or fac-
tors) like heat balance of the ground, number of frost days,
duration of vegetation season, precipitation-evaporation re-
lationship etc. which limit the existence of various processes
especially biochemical ones influencing vertical soil types
and the extent of plant species and communities.

All these factors create a platform for distinguishing
morphoclimatic vertical belts. Their number and sequence
depend both on the relief energy and location within one
of the climatic zones.

Frequently in our studies we forget about vertical zona-
tion, taking as one unit the whole high mountain relief ris-
ing above present-day timberline or the whole landscape
left after extensive Pleistocene glaciation (cf. Troll, 1973b).
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